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MMA
By BEN VICKERS

Laura O’Keeffe pictured at her
black belt presentation with in-
structor Brian Buckley of Great
Southern Tae-Kwon-Do.
BELOW: Cobh’s Paul Wallace of
The MMA Clinic, who is set to face
Kyle Comerford of Kilkenny MMA in
the upcoming Battle Zone card at
Neptune Stadium on July 6.

Rodriguez may have more vroom than favourite Froome
WHEN Lance Armstrong finished his
first marathon a couple of years ago he
claimed it was the most difficult thing he
had ever done.
In retrospect, even those silly enough

to believe he was clean of drug use
should have suspected something after
a statement like that.
I’ve done a marathon (a fair bit

slower than old Lanceypants admit-
tedly) and it was nowhere near the
most endurance-sapping experience of
my life.
A Coronation Street Christmas omni-

bus; confirmation mass; queuing at the
road tax office. These all linger longer

in the memory banks than what was
undoubtedly a gruelling final 10km for
my poor pins.
Ranking highest of all however is a

50km cycle over the Ballyhoura moun-
tains beginning at 9am the morning after
I’d played in a football match. A cycle on
which I was accompanied by a vicious
hangover. And one contact lens.
If I was to rank personal achieve-

ments, that would be top.
So when Mr Armstrong claims run-

ning 26 miles is more distressful than
cycling 2,000 miles up and over kilo-
metre-high Alps (and winning the Tour
de France seven times to boot) it is

time to shake your head.
Lance’s revelation that he was doing

what most of us thought he was doing
all along earlier this year can’t help but
to overshadow the 100th anniversary of
the great Gallic spectacle, which begins
this Saturday.

The British are becoming the domin-
ant force in the race (Chris Froome is
4/5 favourite after teammate and holder
Bradley Wiggins pulled out) and it can’t
be long before the home supporters
begin to resent this as much as they did
the one-armbanded bandit from Texas.
Is the Tour clean? No. Is it only fair to

believe whoever does win’s superhu-
man effort was enough to beat those
who are doping. Yes. For now.
And there is enough going on in

every stage (four jerseys are up for
grabs each day) to keep things interest-
ing for an even casual viewer.
And for those unhappy that maybe

half of those pedalling are pumped full
of secret concoctions or even their own
recycled blood, there is always the
majestic landscapes to admire and the
blue skies to depress you.
The first British man to wear yellow,

Tommy Simpson, expired in the heat on
Mount Ventoux 46 years ago and that
monster climb is on the route again. As
is the L'Alpe d'Huez, which the peloton
must navigate not once but twice in a
single stage (all 21 hairpin bends of it).
Recommendation: The Tour is full of

pitfalls (and actual falls) so we’ll oppose
Froome and go for Spaniard Joaquim
Rodriguez at 20/1 with PaddyPower.

Munster and Leinster
go toe to toe in Cork
THE highly-anticipated
Battle Zone card is drawing
ever nearer and this week we
will look at the Munster
versus Leinster competition
which takes place on the
card.

Munster, fresh from there clean
sweep over Ulster in march, take on
their main rivals Leinster at Nep-
tune stadium in our MMA provin-
cial series.
Four of Munster’s top amateurs

take on Leinster’s elite for the hon-
our of best MMA province.
Our first match-up is the bantam-

weight meeting of Paul Wallace of
The MMA Clinic in Cork vs Kyle
Comerford of Kilkenny MMA.
Wallace is coming off the back of a

submission victory on the last Battle
Zone and with a very well rounded
game will be looking to go 3-1
against top prospect Comerford who
is himself coming off a submission
loss in April to Alexander Yankov.
With both fighters strong in all

areas this fight could go anywhere
and either man could take the hon-
ours.
Our second provincial match-up

sees Gary Wallace of Waterford
MMA take on Martin Downey of Bal-
ance MMA.
Wallace was very impressive in

his last outing at The MMA Clinic
Amateur Fight Night 3, showcasing
excellent boxing and nimble foot
work.
He was able to integrate this with

well-timed wrestling but has a stiff
test here against the highly rated
Downey, who after returning from
sickness will be hungry to get back
in there and establish himself as one
of Ireland’s best amateur feather-
weights.
Another fight that can go either

way with two highly skilled com-
batants looking for the win.
Our third provincial match-up is

another featherweight pairing of
two unbeaten prospects. The MMA
Clinic’s Tim O’Leary faces Scobie
Burke from Coolmine MMA.
Two very different styles here

with O’Leary taking his excellent
and incessant wrestling style from

former top amateur now profession-
al Sean Tobin, against Burke who
has slick striking and a good ground
game.
Tough fight to call but Burke will

be up against his most difficult op-

ponent yet and under massive pres-
sure from O’Leary’s power wrestling
game. Someone’s unbeaten record
has to go.
Our final provincial match-up is a

lightweight encounter with Chris
Bouchard of Team Ryano up against
Andrew Murphy of Waterford
MMA.
Bouchard is an excellent grappler

with improved striking and will be

The talk amongst the fighters is
they think Weidman is the man to
end Silva’s long reign a top the divi-
sion and the MMA world.
I think Silva will hold onto his

title but its going to be a tough fight.
Weidman is undefeated but has only
9 fights on his résumé, Silva has 37
with only four losses and one of
those was a disqualification.
It’s hard to see anyone beating

him but the fact Weidman measures
up so well is exciting in itself, any-
thing can happen in this crazy
sport.
There are some other big names

on the card too, Frankie Edgar will
fight Charles Oliveira, Roger Gracie
v Tim Kennedy, Mark Munoz v Tim
Boetsch, Cub Swanson v Denis Siver,
Chris Leben is on the card as is Nor-
man Parke.
The big names are endless. Edson

Barboza and Gabriel Gonzaga are
low down the card too, so it should
be an epic night of action from the
fight capital of the world, Las Vegas.
Back in London Cage Warriors 56

will take place the same night.
Europe’s biggest and best promotion
returns to the Kentish Town Forum
for an action packed card, headlined
by TUF smashes star and all round
power house Bola Omoyele.
He faces Vincent Del Guerra in his

first scrap since leaving the Ulti-
mate Fighter house last year.
The co main event sees long time

UKMMA standout Robbie Olivier
take on Patrik Berisha. Two Cage
Warriors veterans will do battle as
Brett Bassett faces off with Dennis-
ton Sutherland.
The ever exciting Graham Turner

will take on Nad Narimani and War-
ren Kee will duke it out with Dub-
lin’s Philip Mulpeter.
As you would expect with a Cage

Warriors card there is talent from
top to bottom with veterans like
Brad Wheeler, Brett Sizeland and up
an comers like Charlie Watts, Chad
Griffiths and Patrick Pimblett it is a
card not to be missed and can be
streamed free on MMA junkie.com.
It’s been a fairly MMA free couple

of weeks, but July 6 we will be
spoiled for choice and I am excited
already.

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

looking to use this against the excel-
lent boxing of Murphy. This is a typ-
ical grappler vs striker match up
and Murphy must use his good take
down defence to keep this fight on
the feet.
Simple as this if the fight stays on

the feet you would have to back
Murphy, if it goes to the ground
Bouchard will be hot favourite to
take the honours.
This card is well matched and is

going to be a barnstormer. Add to
that the excitement of Munster’s
finest amateurs doing battle with
Leinster’s and the atmosphere
should be electric.
Lets get a full house supporting

the Munster team and helping them
try and repeat the clean sweep from
the last provincial match-up.
The same night as the Battle Zone

show there will be two other big
shows going on.
The biggest is of course UFC 162

which will be headlined by the
greatest of all time, Anderson Silva,
defending his middleweight belt
against number be contender Chris
Weidman.


